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The Three The Three ReidemeisterReidemeister movesmoves



To represent the orientation on a link diagram a little arrow isTo represent the orientation on a link diagram a little arrow is drawn drawn 
on each link component to show the direction on that component. on each link component to show the direction on that component. At At 
each crossing of an oriented link diagram we get oriented crossieach crossing of an oriented link diagram we get oriented crossing ng 
which will be given signs of which will be given signs of ±±1.1.





•• lklk is not very efficient at telling different links apartis not very efficient at telling different links apart..

It is clear, at least intuitively that the following two link diIt is clear, at least intuitively that the following two link diagram are agram are 

differentdifferent.

The need for more powerful invariant is clear.







KauffmanKauffman’’s bracket polynomial is invariant under the second and the s bracket polynomial is invariant under the second and the 
third third ReidemeisterReidemeister moves, but not under the first moves, but not under the first ReidemeisterReidemeister move, move, 
hence the bracket polynomial is not a link invariant.hence the bracket polynomial is not a link invariant.

However, Kauffman normalizes this polynomial by multiplying it bHowever, Kauffman normalizes this polynomial by multiplying it by the y the 
writhewrithe.. .



•• Definition:Definition: The writhe The writhe w(Lw(L)) of of 
a diagram a diagram LL of an oriented link of an oriented link 
is the sum of the signs of the is the sum of the signs of the 
crossings of crossings of LL, where each , where each 
crossing has sign +1 or crossing has sign +1 or --1 as 1 as 
defined in the figure.defined in the figure.

•• The writhe of an oriented link The writhe of an oriented link 
diagram is not an invariant, diagram is not an invariant, 
since it is not an invariant under since it is not an invariant under 
the first the first ReidemeisterReidemeister movemove.





 The state sum formula for the Jones polynomial in the Euclidean The state sum formula for the Jones polynomial in the Euclidean spacespace

 locally each crossing divides the plane into four regions. We lalocally each crossing divides the plane into four regions. We label two of bel two of 
them with an them with an AA and two of them with a and two of them with a BB by the following rule. The by the following rule. The 
regions labeled by regions labeled by AA are those swept out when we rotate the upper strand are those swept out when we rotate the upper strand 
in the crossing counterclockwise, and the regions that are labelin the crossing counterclockwise, and the regions that are labeled by ed by BB
are the other two regionsare the other two regions



•• We see that We see that AA regions regions 
correspond to a smoothing in the correspond to a smoothing in the 
considered crossing that "opens considered crossing that "opens 
the the AA--channel" while channel" while BB regions regions 
correspond to another correspond to another 
smoothing in that crossing that smoothing in that crossing that 
opens the opens the BB--channel. Thus, we channel. Thus, we 
can associate at each crossing of can associate at each crossing of 
the link diagram two types of the link diagram two types of 
splits; type splits; type AA--split and type split and type BB--
split.split.

A-split                                                           B-split  











A knot diagram in the A knot diagram in the annulasannulas and a punctured planeand a punctured plane

A knot in the handlebody with two handles and double punctured diagram









Jones Polynomial For Oriented Links in the Solid Jones Polynomial For Oriented Links in the Solid TorusTorus



The State Sum Formula for the The State Sum Formula for the YY InvariantInvariant



Comparison Between Comparison Between AicardiAicardi’’ss Invariant and the Invariant and the YY PolynomialPolynomial







The State Sum Formula for the The State Sum Formula for the YY invariant in the invariant in the handlebodyhandlebody
with two handleswith two handles



Thank You For listeningThank You For listening
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